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REVIEWS AND BOOK NOTICES. REVIEWS AND BOOK NOTICES. 

A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles. Edited by 
Sir JAMES A. H. MURRAY, Dr. HENRY BRADLEY and Dr. 
W. A. CRAIGIE. Oxford, At the Clarendon Press, I908, 
I909, I9IO. 

Three years have again elapsed since our last notice of the 
Oxford English Dictionary. Twelve quarterly Parts have again 
been received, which may be briefly enumerated, in order to keep 
up the alphabetical connection. January i, I908, came Volume 
VII, Polygenous-Premious, Dr. Murrray; April, 1908, Volume 
VI, Monopoly-Movement, Dr. Bradley; July I, I908, Volume 
VIII, Reserve-Ribaldously, Dr. Craigie; October I, I908, 
Volume VI, Movement-Myz, Dr. Bradley; January I, I909, 
Volume VII, Premisal-Prophesier, Dr. Murray; April I, i909, 
Volume VIII, Ribaldric-Romanite, Dr. Craigie; July I, I909, 
Volume VIII, S-Sauce, Dr. Bradley; October I, I909, Volume 
VII, Prophesy-Pyxis, Dr. Murray; January i, I90o, Volume 
VIII, Romanity-Roundness, Dr. Craigie; April I, I910, Volume 
VIII, Round-Nosed-Ryze, Dr. Craigie; July I, 191o, Volume 
VIII, Sauce-Alone-Scouring, Dr. Bradley; and October i, 
I9IO, Volume IX, T-Tealt, Dr. Murray. It will thus be seen 
that in the last three years the letters M, P, and R, have been 
completed, the letter S advanced, and the letter T begun. These 
Parts complete Volumes VI and VII, advance considerably 
Volume VIII, and begin Volume IX. It may, therefore, be 
possible to complete the Dictionary in ten volumes, as proposed, 
for the letters-N, 0, and Q, have already been completed, and 
after S and T, W is the only lengthy letter remaining. 

The character of the work and the method of treatment of the 
several words is familiar to all readers of these notices in the 
American Journal of Philology. The Prefatory Notes to each 
Part continue to give comparisons with other leading Dictionaries 
from which we may see the increase in number of Words recorded, 
and especially in the number of illustrative quotations. The 
"grandfather's tale ",-as Dr. Murray calls it,-that associated 
the Potato with Sir Walter Raleigh is exploded, and we learn 
from the MS Journals of the Royal Society, I663 and I693, that 
they first recommended the potato for cultivation in England "in 
time of scarcity ", and the second connected it with the name of 
Sir Walter Raleigh, who had been dead for seventy-five years; 
also, that the Sweet Potato (Batata) was the common potato, 
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and the Irish were " bastard potatoes ", not indigenous to Ireland, 
however much cultivated there later, so as to cause a famine 
when the crop failed in our day. We are told that "its native 
region is unknown, but it appears to have been seen by the 
Spaniards first in the West Indies c. I500". This statement 
applies to the sweet potato; and the name " Virginia Potatoes" 
is a misnomer, if by that was meant its original habitat. 

The word Pottle deserves a brief notice. It dates from the 
I4th century, 0. F. potel, and was first used for liquids, being 
equal to a half-gallon, but it was also used " for corn and other dry 
goods ". The writer first heard it used in his youth, some fifty 
years ago, by an old gentleman in reference to seeding wheat. 
He stated that the proper quantity of seed to use in sowing 
wheat was a bushel and a "pottel" to the acre. Dr. Murray 
says that the measure is "now abolished", though he gives a 
quotation from Hazlitt, I869, "Who'd keep a cow, when he 
may have a pottle of milk for a penny ? " This Part increases 
the Romance element in our vocabulary by reason of the many 
words beginning with the prefixes post- and pre-. The last word 
Premious is characterized as rare, and references are given for 
its use, I855 in Clarke, and I864 in Webster, but this writer has 
never met with the word. 

Considering the largely increased use of Motor-cars, it de- 
serves notice that the earliest examples of the word are from the 
English newspapers in I895, one of which says that " The chief 
reason why motor-cars have not been more generally adopted in 
America lies in the roughness of the roads" (Westminster 
Gazette, io Sept.), and another (Daily Chronicle, 29 Oct.) is 
looking for a name for the vehicle: "A name has not been 
found for horse-less carriages. The latest suggestion we have 
had is 'motor-car"'. The Daily News, Feb. 5, I896, speaks of 
the "Motor-Car Club", but in the preceding column, under 
Motor, short for motor-car, we find also the words "automobi- 
lism" and "Automobile Club", but these are too long for 
practical use, so they are cut down to "Auto". It would be 
well to keep Motor-man for these vehicles instead of limiting 
it to the street-cars, and taking up the French chauffeur, angli- 
cised as "shofer", a horrid word. Any new invention neces- 
sarily adds to the vocabulary, but we should follow the analogy 
of the language. 

To glance for a moment from lexicography to orthoepy, I 
desire to compare the pronunciations of Morning and Mourning, 
both of which words occur in this Part. It may be, perhaps, 
remembered by my older contemporaries that some years ago I 
reviewed in this Journal Storm's Englische Philologie (A. J. P., 
Vol. II, No. 8, December, I88I). I remarked: "Many pro- 
nunciations of particular words are given, which, to my knowl- 
edge, are never heard here, and others pronounced antiquated 
which are in daily use. Both Walker and Smart retain the dis- 
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tinction niversal in this country, between mourning and morn- 
ing, while Ellis and Sweet say that Englishmen pronounce the 
first as the second, m&aning. Sweet says: I certainly make no 
distinction between mourning and morning. Scotchmen do, as 
also archaic speakers in London, but it is certainly extinct in the 
younger generation. It is impossible for one American to speak 
for the whole country, as we have provincial variations and 
alternative pronunciations even among educated persons, but I 
think this will be news to most Americans ". It is not yet thirty 
years since this was written, and yet I find Dr. Bradley giving 
the preference to the American's English over the Englishman's 
English, and I am glad to find him sustaining my contention, for 
in the orthoepical Key morning is pronounced m6oning and 
mourning moIaning. [The Key to pronunciation is omitted in 
this Part. It is given in nearly all the Parts, as in the following 
Part, but the difference of pronunciation can be distinguished 
without it.] The question here is between Ellis and Sweet on 
the one hand, and Murray and Bradley on the other, with whom 
this American agrees. 

The Romance portion of the vocabulary is still further increased 
in the next Part by the words with the prefixes Re- and Retro-. 
Here also we find both Rhyme and Rhythm, the former being 
but a " graphic variant of RIME sb.1, which arose through etymo- 
logical association with the ultimate source, L. rhythmus, and 
became common early in the I7th c." " Rhime was a frequent 
spelling till late in the i8th c. and was affected by some writers 
in the igth c., but rhyme is the prevailing literary form ". I may 
add to this, however, by remarking that the present tendency is 
to go back to the oldest English and use rime for rhyme, drop- 
ping the h, which is reserved for rhythm, it being more directly 
derived from the Latin rhythmus, and found in the variant forms: 
"6-7 rhithme, rithme, 6-7, 9 rythme, 7 rlythme, rithm, 7-9, 
rythm, 8 rhithm, 7 rhythm ". It too is described as "a graphic 
variant of RIME sb.1, assimilated to L. rhythmus, Roman F. 
rhythme, in I6-I7th c. rithme. The rime-words time, crime (see 
quots. 1646, 1651, 1677) attest the pronunciation (raim). Cf. the 
spelling ri'me in B. Jonson, Volpone, Prol., the apostrophe 
representing the omitted th". The spelling rime has the advan- 
tage of tracing this word to the Old English, whereas the spell- 
ing rhythm traces this to the Latin, ultimately to the Greek, 
original. Rhythm as a verb is marked rare, but an example is 
noted from Wharton's Works, I650-66. Under rhythmus we 
find as the oldest quotation one of I531, from Elyot's Governour, 

vho speaks of " metres & harmonies, called rythmi in greke". 
De Qaincey (1840) speaks of" The sonorous rhythmus, and the 
grand intonation of the Greek Iambics ", which at least sounds 
better to my ear than the English rhythm. 

The last Part of M concludes Volume VI, which contains the 
letters L, M, and N, the letters L and N having been previously 
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published. The short Preface to Vol. VI, and separate Prefaces 
to the letters L and M follow the text. There are recorded in 
this volume of main and subordinate words, special and obvious 
combinations, a total of 48,813 words in these three letters, and 
the aggregate numbers for the first six volumes contain 210,780. 
If the last four volumes average proportionately, we shall have 
over 350,000 words of all kinds in this Dictionary. 

Among words that deserve special attention are Mr. and Mrs., 
entered as main words, much, multi- as a prefix, mumble-the-peg, 
characterized as "now U. S." (I pity English boys if this well- 
known game has now become obsolete in England. It shows 
only that Americans are more tenacious of old customs than Eng- 
lishmen), music, musk, musket, must, verb, mutton, mystery, from 
mysterium, and from ministerium-but lack of space forbids 
further citations. 

The Part for January I, I909, is a Treble Section. In it the 
Romance portion of the vocabulary is still further increased by 
words with the prefixes Pre- and Pro-. Here the reader may 
inform himself on Pre-Raphaelism and Pre-Raphaelitism, which, 
however, do not date back further than Rossetti (1853) and 
Ruskin (I851), judging from the quotations given; these are, 
therefore, quite modern words. Rossetti informs the editor 
(I907) that he writes Praeraphaelite and Praeraphaelitism, but 
the editor prefers Pre-, as does Ruskin also. The mythical 
Prester John is interestingly defined with references to Col. 
Yule's article in Encycl. Brit. XIX, and quotations from King 
Alisaundre, before 1400 on. The juggler's phrase Presto goes 
back to Ben Jonson, before I6oo. Pretty (0. E. praettig, from 
IIth century), originally crafty, tricky, has changed its meaning 
considerably, and for the better, as it would once have been no 
compliment to speak of " a pretty girl ". The earliest quotation 
for "a pretty penny" is from Steele, Spectator, 1712, so it has 
been in use for at least two hundred years. Prevent, with its 
three columns of definitions, deserves study. Much of interest 
that invites comment must be passed over, lest this article extend 
to unwarrantable proportions. 

The Part for April I, I909, is a double Section, and the editor 
says: "The Romanic element, while still large and important, 
does not preponderate over the native English, and many even 
of the Romanic words have become so English in form and use 
that their foreign origin is not obvious at first sight ". The form 
Riband, for which also riban is found, supplies examples from 
I4th-i9th century, and with it Ribbon, now the more common 
form, should be compared, it being a later form of riban, riband. 
" In the i6th-I8th century the French form Ruban was also 
frequent ". 

Rich, adj., adv., and sb., fills four columns, and it appears also 
as an obsolete verb. A half-column more includes the obsolete 
noun (O. E. rice kingdom), which was common until the I5th 
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century; then comes riches, a variant of the obsolete richesse, 
directly from the French. The editor says: "The conversion 
into the plural form may have been assisted by Latin diviliae". 
We find the form richesses as late as I677, used during the I3th, 
I4th, I5th, and I6th centuries also. 

Rid, verb, is of Old Norse origin, from the I3th century, and 
fills more than two columns. Ride is common Teutonic, and its 
obsolete preterite rid, from the old preterite plural, is preserved in 
the ancient pun on "Orpheus and Eurydice (you-rid-I-see)." 
The verb fills between seven and eight columns, but the common 
expression ride and tie does not date back farther than Fielding, 
I742. I suspect that earlier examples might be found. Rig, 
vb., in the sense of hoax, is marked " slang or colloq.", but this 
use does not date back a hundred years, if we can rely upon the 
quotations for the earliest use. Right, in its various senses, fills 
twenty columns, and among the meanings of the noun we find, 
"With reference to drinking, in phr. to do (one right),with exam ples 
from Shakspere, 2 Henry IV, v, iii, 76, and Chapman, All Fools, 
'Fill's a fresh pottle, by this light, Sir Knight, You shall do 
right' ", evidently used in drinking healths, but it is marked with 
the dagger (t) as obsolete. Rime (see above) and rime (0. E. 
hrim, frost) fill four columns in their different senses; Ring, 
noun and verb, fills sixteen columns; and the noun and verb 
Rise, thirteen, the last sense of the verb being " 33. colloq. to raise 
or grow; to rear, bring up", with example from Martin Chuz- 
zlewit, I844, " Where was you rose ?" Barring the bad grammar, 
any Virginian might rightly say, Where were you raised ? and it 
would be reckoned merely dialectic. The M. E. ro (Old Norse, 
tho' we find once an O. E. row) was in use from I200 to I500, but 
seems to have died out with the Towneley and Chester Plays. 

Road fills six columns, and Roar, with derivations, five. 
Roanoke, " from the Powhatan or Virginian dialect of Algonkin ", 
is defined as " an inferior kind of wampum made and used by the 
natives of Virginia ". Examples are given from Capt. Smith's 
Virginia, I624, Beverly's History of Virginia, 1722, et al., and the 
name is still preserved in a river, a county, and a city in Vir- 
ginia. Rock, with its derivatives and compounds, Rod, Rogation, 
Roger de Coverley, "an English country-dance and tune", 
Rogue, Roland, Roll, twelve columns in its various senses. 
Roman, and Romance, deserve perusal, but lack of space forbids 
further comment. 

The double Section for July i, I909, begins another letter, S, 
in which the remarks on the voiceless (surd) s- and the voiced 
(sonant) z-sounds deserve attention, as well as on the phonetic 
combinations sy and zy. Among noticeable articles are those on 
Sabbath, sack, in its different meanings as noun and verb, sacra- 
ment, and its derivatives, the obsolete sacre as verb, sacred, adj. 
and subs., sacrifice, subs. and verb, with derivatives, sad, saddle, 
safe, and its compounds, sag, saga, 0. N., but from 1709 on as 
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an independent word in English, sage, sail, sain, "now arch. and 
dial. ", from Baeda, 900 on, saint, sake, sale, Salic, sallow, sally, 
Sally Lunn, mentioned in 1827, by Hone (Every-day Book, II, 
1561), who defines it: " The bun, called the Sally Lunn, origi- 
nated with a young woman of that name in Bath, about thirty 
years ago", previously found in the Gentleman's Magazine, 
LXVIII, 1798; and salt, with its ten columns, with which this 
notice of half of this Part, S-Sauce, must conclude. 

The Part for October I, I909, Prophesy-Pyxis, is a treble 
section of over two hundred pages, concluding P and completing 
Vol. VII. It contains more than 5000 words, of which "the 
words of native origin are very few ". They are principally from 
Old French, Latin and Greek, and many begin with Pseudo- and 
Pyro-. 

It deserves attention that such a would-be stylish phrase-not 
to say stylistic-as the misused "psychological moment" is of 
very recent origin (see the etymological note). The editor, Sir 
James Murray, says that " The French expression arose in Paris 
in December, 1870, during the Siege, and was first used by the 
German Journal Kreuz Zeitung; its misuse was due to a mistake 
in gender, not made by the Journal itself, which said das psycho- 
logische moment, and this was mistaken for der psychologische 
moment. " Thus attributed to German pedantry, the nonsensical 
momentpsychologique was ridiculed by the Parisians, and became 
a jocular phrase or 'tag' for 'the fitting or proper moment'; 
and with this connotation it has passed, equally nonsensically, 
into English journalese ", and, I would add, into rhetorical Eng- 
lish. Having originated in a blunder, it might well be dropped. 

The word Protestant is defined as "in pl. the designation of 
those who joined in the protest at Spires in 1529 "; i. e., those 
who dissented from the decision of the Diet of Spires (1529), 
"which reaffirmed the edict of the Diet of Worms against the 
Reformation", so it designated "the adherents of the Reformed 
doctrines and worship in Germany ". " The name was generally 
taken in Germany by the Lutherans; while the Swiss and 
French called themselves Reformed". The earliest literary 
example is from I539. " In the I7th c. Protestant was generally 
accepted and used by members of the Established Church "; i. e., 
of England. "In more recent times the name has been dis- 
favored or disowned by many Anglicans "; hence the agitation 
by some to reject the word from the official title of the " Protes- 
tant Episcopal Church " in this country, " descended from and 
in communion with the Church of England ", altho' it has been 
in use for I30 years. 

Space fails to comment on the word Puritan, and others, 
especially the word Put, with its thirty columns. The editor 
says: "The article on Put, indeed, is next to that on Go, the 
longest as yet in the Dictionary; and the ramifications of sense 
and use in the simple verb have made its arrangement a work of 
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enormous difficulty". It is traced from a "late 0. E. putian" 
(or?patian) tith century. "For the earlier history evidence is 
wanting, but the various forms appear to be parallel formations 
from a stem pt-, pot". Put and its phrases form a volume in 
itself, with 54 separate idiomatic, proverbial, and other phrases. 
The Preface to Vol. VII closes this Part. 

rhe next Part for January i, I9Io, consists of but a single 
Section of sixty-four pages, Romanity-Roundness, forming a 
part of Volume VIII, none of the articles being long. Rood, 
cross, 0. E. rdd, Roof, O. E. hrof, and Rough, O. E. rih, are 
among the longest native words, and Round, French, among 
those of foreign origin. While the phrase rough-and-ready is 
recorded, we miss its most common application in this country, 
Old-Rough-and-Ready, as a nickname of Gen. Taylor during the 
Mexican war, which an American editor would not have failed to 
note. Rough-house has also escaped notice. Round-Robin, 
"originally used by sailors, and frequently referred to as a 
nautical term", has had its origin long since lost sight of. 
Round Table still preserves its connection with King Arthur, the 
earliest mention of it having been found in Wace's Roman de 
Brut, 1155. 

Rout, route, rove, row will be found of interest; so also the 
cornnon adjective royal, to which over six columns are given. 
Rub and rubber follow, and in the sense of "overshoes" the 
latter is marked "U. S." Rubber, in the sense of ' a rubber at 
whist ", is pronounced as " of obscure origin; there is no evident 
connection with the preceding ". Rubric goes back to I375, and 
takes its name from being " written or printed in red ". Rude 
fills over four columns: Rue. 0. E. hreowan, sb. and vb., reaches 
back to 0. E. times. Ruff, in the sense of "trump 

" antedates 
600o. Rule, M. E. riwle, as in the Ancren Riwle, reaches the 

I3th century, and the development of the leading senses took 
place in Latin regula. Run, as noun, fills six columns, as verb, 
and, including phrases, twenty-five columns, or eighty-two collo- 
cations. If we include Runner and running, we may add over a 
dozen more. This Part completes the letter R, and contains the 
Preface to Q and R. 

The Part fbr July i, I9Io, continues the letter S, including words 
"for the most part of Romanic origin", altho' we have some 
common words of native Teutonic origin, as saw (0. E. *sagu), 
the cutting tool, and saw (0. E. sagu), a saying, as in Shakspere, 
A. Y. L., "full of wise saws "; also seax, knife, which dates back 
to the Beowulf, from which the name Saxon is thought to have 
been derived, " often used for Modern English speech, of Saxon 
or Anglo-Saxon origin "; [no fault is found here with the use of 
the term Anglo-Saxon, which some of our purists condemn;] 
say, with its derivatives, fills a dozen columns, perhaps the 
longest of our native words in this Part. The term Scallywag, 
scallawag (under various spellings), so common in Reconstruc- 
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tion times, is marked slang or colloq. (orig. U. S.), and [Origin 
obscure], but the correct origin is most probably given in the 
following quotation: " I868, Daily News, I8 Sept., Wade Hamp- 
ton explained the origin of the term ... by saying that 'scalawag' 
was the name applied by drovers to lean and ill-favored kine". 
Attention is directed to the etymological note on scientzfic, " the 
true history of which has not hitherto been given in any English 
dictionary ". 

The Part for October i, 191o, the last one published, begins 
the letter T, so we are gradually advancing to the end. Our 
remarks on this Part must be very brief. We find taffy' given as 
the earlier form of toffee, but taffy is more common here; its 
metaphorical use as flattery, is marked " U. S. slang"; taffy2 is 
"an ascribed Welsh pronunciation of Davy ", as early as 1700, 
which the familiar nursery rime preserves; take, of O. N. origin, 
occupies nearly 40 columns, " making the longest article as yet 
in the Dictionary"; "its sense-history is itself an instructive 
chapter in Sematology "; " the determination and classification 
of the senses of take has been a long and difficult business "; and 
some fifty languages are given as sources. Besides take, table, 
fail', tally, tea, teach, fill a large portion of this Part; teach and 
its derivatives fill a half-dozen columns. As showing what brand- 
new words are included, we find taxicab, " short for taximeter 
cab, and itself shortened to taxi", altho' its use dates back only 
to I907, and the only examples given are found in the English 
newspapers,-but " so far for to-day ",-as my old professor used 
to say. 

JAMES M. GARNETT. 

Die hellenistischen Mysterienreligionen, ihre Grundgedanken 
und Wirkungen von R. REITZENSTEIN. Leipzig und 
Berlin, Teubner, I9IO. Pp. 222. 

The volume under notice, described on the title-page as a 
"Vortrag gehalten in dem wissenschaftlichen Predigerverein fur 
Elsass-Lothringen den i i. November I909 ", contains much more 
than one is thus led to expect. The address itself occupies the 
first sixty pages, a trifle more than a quarter of the total, the 
remainder being devoted to Excursus and Notes, together with 
Addenda and Indices. 

Professor Reitzenstein here takes up in summary form a 
subject which has engaged his thought for years, particularly in 
the volumes 'Poimandres' (1904) and ' Hellenistische Wunder- 
erzihlungen' (I906), and like others who have pursued the 
study of the tantalising age of Hellenism, it is difficult for him to 
leave it. The fascination of the theme is undeniable, particularly 
for those who unite to a love of things Greek an interest and 
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